Device and Device SDK Working Group

Notes for November 16 2020

Release

- Device Services to retain their independent versioning, ie the release with Hanoi will increment the minor release number, rather than blanket updating all services to 1.3.0
  - Iain to furnish Bill with a list of release version numbers
- C Device Services now reference the 1.3.0 SDK rather than a -dev tag
- Go Device Services may be updated via dependabot
  - The autogenerated PRs relating to device-sdk-go updates include the correct version of go-mod-core-contracts; the PRs referring core-contracts directly may be dismissed.

MessageBus ADR

- Walkthrough of proposed ADR#13, comments to be recorded on the relevant PR#276
- Discussion to continue in Core WG

Next meeting

- Post-meeting note: attendance on Nov. 23 likely to be affected by Thanksgiving in the US
- WG chair is on vacation Nov. 30
- Next meeting is therefore December 7th